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According to market analysts in London, in the four weeks up to June 24, the Colombian stock
exchange (Medellin stock market index IBOMED) increased by 11.3%, compared to a 26.6% decline
in Brazil, 15.9% in Argentina, and 14.9% in Mexico. Since Jan. 1, the Colombian market has increased
by 29.6% in real terms, and 347.9% since the beginning of 1991. The Argentine exchange over the
period rose by 439.4%. Analysts said the upward tendency hardly reflects growing optimism over
economic and political prospects for the year. Maria Elena Carrion, a market specialist with the
London-based Latin American Securities company, said the current situation can be attributed to
"the prevailing negative real interest rates offered by fixed income investments the 90-day deposit
rate currently stands at 20-22% while inflation for the year is forecast at 24-26% and the continuous
scarcity of stocks." In addition, Carrion emphasized the "vitality and resilience" of the country's
industrial sector, with companies showing "above average volume growth, a high degree of price
flexibility and opportunities for margin expansion." Analysts also pointed out that Colombian stock
is undervalued, and bargains can be found despite the switch to inflation accounting by companies
early this year. The change in accounting practice, ordered by the government, will eventually
reduce the gap between stock face value and market price. The current upswing of Colombian stock
markets comprised of Bogota, Occidente and Medellin stock exchanges is helping to consolidate a
resurgence that began in 1991 following a series of reforms to stimulate private sector capitalization
through stock offerings rather than borrowing, measures to attract flight capital, and the removal
of restrictions on the creation of privately managed pension funds. The process of deregulation has
also opened the door to foreign portfolio investor participation in the stock market, either directly
or through a foreign capital investment fund. The Colombian Investment Company, formed in May
by Latin American Securities, a joint venture between Foreign and Colonial Management Ltd. in
London and Banco de Investimentos Garantia in Sao Paulo, is one of several country investment
funds now operating in Colombia. Market capitalization at the end of June was US$8.1 billion, with
average turnover at US$5.6 million. The average in January was US$1 million. Although just under
200 companies are listed in the Colombian stock exchanges, around 10 of these account for just
under two-thirds of the total market capitalization. Nevertheless, further expansion of the market
and equity prices can be expected, according to analysts, as the number and type of local and foreign
investors authorized to trade on the market increases, and as the privatization program accelerates.
(Basic data from Inter Press Service, 06/30/92)
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